PLAN
(INTERSTATE LAYOUT SHOWN)

PROFILE GRADE

PROFILE GRADE

SAG

SURFACING

MEDIAN WIDTHS 36' [10.8 m] TO 76' [22.8 m]
LOCATE AND CONSTRUCT TURNOUTS ABOVE IN CONJUNCTION WITH DITCH BLOCKS IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. PROVIDE DRAINAGE WHEN NECESSARY.

STANDARD U-TURN FOR NARROW MEDIANS

NOTES:
1. NARROW MEDIANS, MEDIAN WIDTHS GREATER THAN 76' [22.8 m] AND INDEPENDENT ROADWAYS REQUIRE SPECIAL DESIGN.
2. GRADES: UNIFORM BETWEEN INSIDE SHOULDERS OF MAIN TRAVELED WAY EXCEPT FOR SPECIAL DESIGN.
3. SURFACING: SEE PLANS FOR QUANTITIES.
4. DRAINAGE: USE 18" [450] OR 24" [600] CULVERTS IF REQUIRED.

UNITS SHOWN IN BRACKETS [ ] ARE METRIC AND ARE IN MILLIMETERS (mm) UNLESS OTHER UNITS ARE SHOWN.